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TURBO PATCH REPAIR

BIODEGRADABLE GRASS SEED MAT ROLLS

Turf grass seed + Fertilizer and mulch combination repair patch

Lawn patch repair with ryegrass
Ever wondered how to grow grass on the barren garden? The solution is Biodegradable Grass Seed Mat Roll.
These roll-out grass mats grow greens on barren lands. Sometimes, due to lack or excess of water, poor irrigation, and heat
exposure, land becomes lifeless. These barren patches in lawn ruin the beauty of your whole garden.
Synthetic turf is full of chemicals yet not durable at all. So, use these rolls and get natural grass within the fewest time, in a
completely natural way. These mats are useable on all types of soils.

Features:

Plant height:

* Repair the patches in your lawn wheter they are caused by pet damage,
high traffic or shady conditions.
* No wasted fertiliser - better for the environmet.
* The fertiliser feeds the seeds, not the weeds.
* Contains grass seed that is resisant to pet urine preventing feature damage.
* The grass seeds gets a boost and growns into a lawn faster.
* 100% natural Biodegradable grass.
* Easy-to-spread rolling mats on all types of soils.
* Grow grass even on barren lands in some days.
* Turfawn in weeks with no mess.
* Light and easy to install.
* Made of non-woven heat mat material.
* Get fresh green grass in no time.
* Less work - just one application does the job.

60-80 cm.

With ProNitro® Hydroactive Water Management Technology

Save both time and money with the ProNitro® seed coating with hydroactive water management
technology. The coating contains nitrogen and wetting agent.
With this combination you will ensure a much more efficient use of water, and you will get much
stronger and faster establishment, because the wetting agent will lower the water surface tension.
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Stronger, faster seed establishment

Plant Profiles
The preceding details are guideline values established under laboratory conditions. These values are subject to a certain manufacturing tolerance. The data
contained in this product information sheet represents TURFquick´s technical knowledge at the time of publication. Turfquick reserves the right to change
and update details in accordance with new insights and to modify specified properties accordingly. Errors and omissions excepted.
Turfquick AB
Vikavägen 2, 148 60
Stora Vika, Sweden

Phone: +46 (08) 410 146 05
sales@turfquick.com
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TURBO PATCH REPAIR

BIODEGRADABLE GRASS SEED MAT ROLLS

Turf grass seed + Fertilizer and mulch combination repair patch

Product name:

Turbo patch repair

EAN CODE:

73500030902 05

Material and contents
per sq m.:

Approximately 32 gram of grass seed mixes.
Approximately 78 gram of celullose fiber - Rayon.
Net weight Approximately 110 gram.

Dimensions:

0.80 m x 6.25 m = 5 square meters (m2.)

Final product weight:

Approximately 0,6 kg.

Area of use - Recommended use:

* Repair the patches in your lawn wheter they are caused by pet damage, high traffic
or shady conditions.
* Perfect for sun, shade and slopes.
* Golf Courses (roughs).
* Sod Farms.
* Park Settings.
* Athletic Fields or Play Areas.

Delivery form:

In vacuum packed storage plastics bags for either 5 m²

G.M.O:

Our products are totally free of Genetically Modified Organisms (GMO´s).

Storage Conditions:

Dry and protected from frost. Temperature 20 °C. Humidity 60 %.

Shelf Life:

12 to 18 months depending on variety.

(See also TURFquick instructions for completion care)

SIMPLY ROLL, WATER, AND WATCH IT GROW
Easy
to use
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